Brilliant Innovations

With an eye toward innovation and new technological advances, Venture Lighting International has developed the broadest line of Metal Halide lamps in the industry. Advances in the Metal Halide product line include:

- **Glare Guard Lamps**: reduce glare from fixtures by utilizing an opaque highly reflective aluminum coating on the top of the bulb.

- **Horizontal High Output Lamps**: provide up to 25% greater light output in a horizontal burning position.

- **Special Outer Jacket Lamps**: smaller outer jacket assemblies for use in compact low-profile fixture designs.

- **Low Wattage Lamps**: our 70 and 100 watt lamps deliver approximately the same lumens as 250 and 300 watt tungsten halogen lamps, respectively.

- **Instant Restart Lamps**: instant relighting capabilities with 90% light output if relit within 15 seconds.

- **Double Ended Lamps**: Smaller envelope size lets these lamps be utilized in very compact fixtures.

- **Compact Arc Lamps**: short arc gap allows higher level of beam lumens from standard fixtures.

To see how brilliant these innovations can be, contact us at:

VENTURE LIGHTING INTERNATIONAL
A subsidiary of Advanced Lighting International
625 Golden Oak Parkway, Cleveland, Ohio 44146
(216) 232-5970 1-800-338-6161
In choice is opportunity. To uplift, to downlight. To unify a landscape with an integrated, technically innovative series of luminaires. An understated 4" silhouette and twin glow rings mark lighting's new age.

The age of Lightcolumns.

Circle 2
Leading the Renaissance in Quality

Brass Light Gallery craftsmen never take shortcuts that compromise materials, detail, or workmanship. Our products are offered directly to those who appreciate matchless quality and good design — and we offer a level of customer service you thought was lost to this world — all at prices only possible without middlemen.

Our craftsmen are leading the renaissance in quality.

Send for our catalog today.

Brass Light Gallery
719 S. 5th St.
Milwaukee, WI 53204
(414) 383-0675
Toll Free (800) 243-9595
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The Accent's on NightLife™!

Just as the seasons blend one into another, so too do the interesting effects of landscape lighting by HADCO. Combining the advantages of spread and accent lighting to enhance any environment.

Choose from more than 150 fixtures in the NightLife collection with line or low voltage wiring and select incandescent, fluorescent, halogen or H.I.D. lamping options.

Be assured your system is crafted with quality in mind. Constructed of sturdy cast aluminum, all NightLife fixtures are protected with a thermoset, polyester powdercoat finish and carry a three year limited warranty.

Design with NightLife now... After all, spring is just around the corner!

Contact your HADCO sales representative or write for your copy of our new 60 page NightLife catalog.
NEW... LIGHTING INNOVATIONS
Recessed Down Light Trim
Six new finishes—30 mix-match combinations available!
SOLID BRASS. Fit most standard R-20, R-30, R-40 recessed housings.

LIGHTING INNOVATIONS
A Division of De Baun Lighting Co., Inc.
(818) 286-1163 • (213) 283-7095
FAX (818) 309-0673
2354 Huntington Drive • San Marino, California 91108
Custom Manufacturers of Lighting Fixtures Since 1909

WENDELIGHTING
DIVISION OF JACKSEN INTERNATIONAL LTD
PHANTOM LIGHTING SYSTEM
3500 Series
Three models designed to meet your specific glare-free linear source
requirements. Specify warm (24 volt) or white (12 volt) lamps offered
in both 5 or 10 watts. Mail your plans for technical assistance on
illuminating coves, cabinets or countertops.
2445 N. NAOMI ST., BURBANK, CA 91504
(818) 955-8066 • NATIONAL 1-800-528-0101
N.Y. (212) 832-5350 • FAX 818-848-0674
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Super Beamer: The New Way to Light with Low Voltage

Well controlled low voltage lighting can produce dramatic effects. Too often, however, the wrong lamps, glary fixtures, sloppy beams, or unreliable and costly lamps defeat the design.

Why is Super Beamer different? Because its adjustable reflector is built around the simple, low-cost T4 tungsten halogen lamp. This powerful lamp/fixture combination controls the problems associated with the commonly used MR16.

Here's how:

- The reliable T4 lamp operates without dichroic glass reflectors and cuts lamp cost in half. Using Super Beamer's adjustable optics, this single lamp replaces a confusing array of MR16's.
- The high purity reflector creates well-controlled beams without distracting glare, striations, or unwanted colors. Built-in cap blocks direct view of the lamp.
- Fingertip control permits beam spreads from 6° to 18°. Adjustable Super Beamer eliminates cumbersome lamp selection and can be refocused easily without relamping. Lamps are replaced without disturbing the focus.
- Especially designed, compact transformers maintain a miniaturized scale. Choice of electronic or easily dimmed magnetic models.
- Filters, lenses, louvers, and barn doors snap-on to help fine-tune the lighting effect.

LIGHTOLIER
A GENLYTE COMPANY
The Leader in Lighting
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Let Nightscaping Light The Way

Service is where sales begin. Nightscaping knows from 29 years of experience as the industry leader in low-voltage outdoor lighting that designers and installers need the best in service to provide the finest end result for their clients. Working hand in hand with a nationwide network of local, Full-Service stocking distributors, Nightscaping brings you the service you need to do the job right.

Sales Tools
- Color Catalogs, Posters and Door Hangers
- Contractor’s Demo Kit
- Audio Training Cassettes
- Manufacturer’s Back-Up as close as your phone
- For Technical Assistance: Call our Help Line Toll Free at (800)-LIGHT 40

Product Support
- 10-Year Warranty on all outdoor transformers & powder coated finishes
- State-of-the-Art Product Design using MR-16 lamps and extruded aluminum construction
- Custom Design Service to provide the products needed for your unique application

Design Tools
- NEW Video Design Service: Send us a video of your site, and within 48 hours we will provide a free design consultation. Training Video available
- In-Depth Technical Specification Manual
- Nationwide Training Seminars
- NEW Nightscaping Slide Chart to help you with product selection, containing details of all aspects of design – including voltage drop and wire sizing info. Look for our Slide Chart Counter-Top Display at your local distributor.

Call us for a catalog.

First and Finest in 12-Volt Outdoor Lighting

Nightscaping

LORAN INCORPORATED
1705 East Colton Avenue • Redlands, California 92373 • (714) 794-2121

We’re Also Proud Of Our Spanish Arabians
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GE Is The Light That Will Reshape The Way

GE BIAX lamps make everybody and everything, including operating costs, look better.

It won't take you long to discover that with GE BIAX™ 40-watt lamps, the design possibilities are endless.

Because they're only 22.5 inches long, yet deliver all the light of standard four-foot fluorescents, you can design with smaller fixtures. And that means more attractive ceilings.

And because BIAX lamps make colors look richer and more vibrant than standard fluorores-
You Design Lighting.

cents can, the lighting you design will make the environment and the people who work in it more attractive.

Equally attractive is the amount your clients will save on operating costs. GE BIAX 40-watt lamps, you see, last up to 8,000 hours longer than conventional U-shaped tubes. And 13 times longer than incandescents.

Feast your imagination on the endless possibilities of the GE BIAX family of lamps. For more product or application information, call your local GE Specification Area Manager. Or call the GE Lighting Information Center at 1-800-523-5520.

GE is Light.
An Elegantly Designed Dimmer Control.

A True Quality Control System.
The Macro Electronics Designer Preset System is solid in construction, elegant in design, and simple to operate.

From a single panel, four scene preset control system you can adjust up to 15 channels per preset.

This proven design is available only from Macro Electronics.

For total dimming control for your restaurant, board room, or conference A.V. room call for your Designer Preset System.

MACRO ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
4711 East Fifth Street  Austin, Texas 78702  512-385-6800
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From the Editor

As I mentioned in this column last October, when editorial submissions begin developing a pattern of similarity, we take notice. This month's cover story is the result of just such a pattern. Three daylit art museums — each worthy of a cover story in its own right — arrived in our mailbox within weeks of each other. That presented an opportunity we don't get very often: to look at three entirely different, state-of-the-art solutions to a single, classic design problem.

I wanted to publish all three of these projects. But, although I'm always overjoyed at the acquisition of any project worthy of publication, I couldn't have Architectural Lighting looking like a museum magazine. That could happen if I published the projects in successive months. Publishing the projects in separate issues would also diminish what readers can learn by looking at them together and comparing them. And putting all of them in one magazine would create a "theme" issue; I don't like theme issues because they serve only a fraction of our diverse audience at a time.

So we put the three museums together in one article: the newly renovated Art Institute of Chicago, the widely acclaimed National Gallery of Canada, and the Triton Museum of Art (cover photo) in Santa Clara, California. As the article points out, the needs of art conservation conflict with the desirability of day light as a source of illumination in art museums. Yet daylight is, in the opinion of many museum curators, the ideal source of illumination for many works of art.

The problem, which has been ingeniously overcome by the designers of these three projects, is distributing that daylight evenly over large volumes of space in quantities low enough to satisfy conservation needs, but high enough to permit viewing.

I've often noted with some chagrin that lighting designers are seldom asked to give design input on the fenestration systems that permit daylight to enter architectural structures; these projects are notable exceptions. My hat's off to the architectural and lighting designers who have worked together to meet that challenge on these projects. I hope it bodes well for collaboration between architectural and lighting designers on other daylighting applications in the future.

Charles Linn, AIA
Every Day In America
Two More Stores See The Light.

The INLITE light.
Every day of the year, at least two more stores are being fully installed with INLITE duo circuit track and lighting fixtures.

Why INLITE? In today's very competitive marketplace, retailers are realizing that it takes superior lighting to create the drama and magic essential to smart merchandising.

Over the last 20 years, INLITE has earned a great reputation for designing and manufacturing lighting that really moves merchandise. Call today and we'll gladly show you the light.
**Letters**

**Halogen lamp-life problems**
The October 1988 Lighting Clinic column, "Troubleshooting halogen lamp-life problems," may be clarified by the following comments.

*Excessive heat.* Lamp failure with the filament still intact is a typical indicator of excess seal temperature. There is an upper temperature limit on the seal area of a tungsten halogen lamp base. A principal result of insufficient luminaire cooling is excess seal temperature with consequent short lamp life. Luminaire manufacturers normally address proper cooling of the base area by adequate ventilation, heat sinking the socket, and other measures.

*Seating lamp in socket.* If the lamp base contact surface of a failed lamp appears damaged, make certain that the socket is disconnected from the power source and examine the socket contact. If poor contact exists between the lamp base and the socket, the additional contact resistance can cause further socket area heating, a frequent cause of excessive lamp base temperature. Once the socket contact is damaged by overheating, it can cause rapid destruction of good lamps. Replace any socket whose contacts appear pitted, corroded, or discolored by heat; otherwise, lamp life problems will continue.

*Variations in line voltage.* Incandescent lamps are very sensitive to voltage variations. Near rated voltage, for example, a 1 percent change in voltage causes about a 1.5 percent change in lamp life. Because of this sensitivity, a highly accurate voltmeter is needed to evaluate an overvoltage problem. And, because power system voltage varies throughout each day and each week, a recording voltmeter should be used to determine whether a short life problem is related to voltage. To be of value, voltage determinations must be made carefully.

*Dimming for extended periods.* A minimum bulb wall temperature, typically 250 degrees Celsius, is necessary for good performance when a lamp is operating at or somewhat below rated conditions. That temperature is not necessary, however, when operating a lamp *sufficiently* below its rating. Low voltage, including dimming to extinction, generally is acceptable because the bulb wall temperature commonly is well above the minimum required temperature for rated operation in most luminaires. Blackening (tungsten deposits) on the bulb wall indicates operation at too low a bulb wall temperature. The deposited tungsten normally can be cleaned up by operating the lamp at its rating for a short time.

Robert E. Levin, Senior Scientist
GTE Products Corporation, Salem, Massachusetts

**Questions on psychology of light column**
As a teacher of lighting design, I was most interested in Mr. Benya's column on the psychology of light in the November 1988 issue. Questions: Has he written more extensively on the subject? Has he compiled anything of a bibliography? Can you point me to the published work of Professor John Flynn?

Ernest E. Jacks, Professor, Associate Dean
School of Architecture, University of Arkansas
Fayetteville, Arkansas

The columnist responds
Thank you for your interest. The late Professor John Flynn of Penn State was the primary researcher in the field of lighting and

As a lighting designer, I feel that we have only begun to discover reasonable scientific correlations between illumination and psychological impacts. The reason I wrote that particular column was to express a practical point of view on the subject. My column does not require the scientific backup and thoroughness of Flynn’s work. It is strictly my opinion. In this way, I can share an idea and philosophy with students and clients right now, rather than wait for years of testing and experiments to support my contentions.

That is not to say that I disagree with Flynn; in fact, my opinions correlate very well with John’s research results. But it is extremely important to recognize Flynn’s work for its thoroughness. Lighting, as you no doubt know, has been a poorly researched field and is still full of charlatans. For instance, a large number of people still believe John Ott’s “research” on health and light, even though it has been disproved (Journal of the IES 1987).

James R. Benya, PE, IALD, Senior Principal
Luminae Souter Lighting Design, San Francisco, California

Decorator fluorescents
I was really impressed by Charles Linn’s editorial in the November 1988 issue. Recently, I had occasion to remodel my home and redo the lighting. My wife’s decorator was made aware of the fact that we are fluorescent component suppliers and that I wanted the lighting in my home to reflect that. Our designer said that “fluorescents are commercial” and we would have a fight on our hands if I insisted on them. Since I was paying the bill, we eventually got a high percentage of fluorescents into my home. The designer agreed that he learned that there are applications where fluorescents are superior to incandescent.

We have 40 or more downlights in our home. The designer was shocked to find that there are adapters that accept compact fluorescent lamps in these downlights. His only objection became the color and the lack of dimming controls for the compact fluorescent lamps.

He has shown a number of customers the perimeter lighting that we put in our living room, which gives great ambient lighting. There again, the only problem became the fact that we had to cap some 30-watt lamps in with the 40-watt lamps in order to have even light all the way around the room; the problem is that there are dimming controls for 40-watt lamps but not for the 30-watts. I’d bet that loads of people would be shocked at how you can use fluorescents for most applications — if you just know what is available.

W.M. Brown, President
A.L.P. Lighting & Ceiling Products, Inc., Niles, Illinois

Receptacle choice not such a good idea
It has come to our attention that one of your articles recommends using a general use NEMA receptacle configuration in an application for which it is not intended and could potentially result in
damage or unsafe conditions. In The Lighting Design Professional (August 1988), James R. Benya discusses low-voltage dimming and writes, "install unusual receptacles (NEMA 6-15R, for example) to indicate the dimmed circuits, and equip portable lights with matching unusual plugs."

NEMA 6-15R configuration receptacles are designated for general use 15-ampere, 250-volt applications. While Mr. Benya may consider these receptacles "unusual," they are commonly used with portable air conditioners and similar 250-volt appliances found in offices and residences. Someone who unintentionally plugs a lower voltage portable light equipped with Mr. Benya's recommended plug into a mating receptacle legitimately providing 250-volt power may very likely damage the portable light. Furthermore, the portable light may not withstand the electrical stress; fire or shock hazard may result. Likewise, 250-volt motor- or transformer-equipped appliances unintentionally plugged into a dimming circuit receptacle may overheat or experience brown-out failure.

NEMA recommends the use of a specific use NEMA locking configuration receptacle and plug for such applications. These are available from a variety of manufacturers. We further suggest that even these receptacles and plugs, as "unusual" as they may be in those settings, should be explicitly and permanently labeled as to their special purpose. This degree of facilities control will both contribute to safe usage and achieve Mr. Benya's desired goal.

Carrol Bartner, PE, Senior Staff Engineer
National Electrical Manufacturers Association, Washington, DC

Why it works
The problem is that I often need a good-looking receptacle, and they don't make twist-locks in designer colors and the Decora series. Besides, most of my applications are in centrally air-conditioned homes where the owner has nothing else to plug into that outlet in his living room or bedroom except a heavy duty table saw — which is awfully unlikely.

James R. Benya, PE, IALD

The editors welcome your letters, which help to keep us responsive to our readers' needs and interests. Please address your letters to Charles Linn, AIA, Editor, Architectural Lighting, 859 Willamette Street, P.O. Box 10460, Eugene, OR 97440. All letters are subject to editing.
Time To Shed New Light On An Old Subject

Introducing Intelligent Lighting Control from Honeywell

Lighting control has been talked about for many years. But until now, no system could control fluorescent lighting as well as the new Honeywell Lighting Control System.

The Honeywell Lighting Control System automatically adjusts the level of lighting according to the needs of each individual zone, the time of day, the amount of daylight entering the building and even the age of the fluorescent lamp itself.

This unique system can cut electric lighting bills 35% or more. . . . and provide consistently comfortable lighting for a productive and safe working environment.

Look at these unique benefits:
- Easy to install — uses existing wiring, ballasts, lamps and fixtures.
- Provides flicker-free dimming down to 20% of total light output with Rapid Start lamps; suitable for architectural dimming applications.
- Expansion and upgrading are easy. The system can be integrated with ambient light sensors and any building automation or energy management system for even greater energy savings.
- Typically pays for itself in 2 years or less.
- Requires no maintenance or adjustment.

No other lighting control system on the market does all the Honeywell system does. And no other control system bears the Honeywell mark of quality.

Discover the difference for yourself. Call 1-800-328-5111, extension 758, for a free information kit and the phone number of your local representative.

Honeywell
HELPING YOU CONTROL YOUR WORLD

© Honeywell Inc. 1987
STATEMENT: COMMERCIAL

Dramatic neon, bright ambient lighting score music sales

Eye-catching blue neon streaks from a metallic disk above the heads of customers entering Camelot Music. It zigzags across an open, black ceiling toward a wall of 16 video monitors at the store's center, and disappears into blackness. "We wanted to create a directional force with the neon leading to that video wall as a focal point," says interior designer Ken Chance.

The client wanted a theatrical look that would attract customers to the prototype superstore and also wanted a maintained light level of 100 footcandles in the main merchandise area. That way, the labels on album, cassette, and compact disc packages are easy to read. "In a nutshell," says Chance, "the owner's requirements were focus, appearance, comfort of the customer, readability of the merchandise, and cost-efficiency."

Over the video wall area, the central portion of the white metal ceiling grid looks as if it has been ripped away, leaving an open black space spanned by supports for track fixtures. The designers left this part of the ceiling unlit to emphasize the neon streak and the monitors. "It directs people toward the video wall," says vice president of lighting Vincent Faella. "The absence of ambient light in that part of the store allows the neon to be more dramatic and more powerful. Neon loses its effectiveness in the presence of ambient light sources."

Low-voltage track fixtures with very narrow spot lamps highlight promotional merchandise in bins around the video wall. Because such merchandise is often moved around, "We used a structural gridwork so we can attach track lights anywhere along that grid," says Chance. Fixtures are positioned directly over bins so that their light shines straight down, away from consumers' eyes.

Lighting in the rest of the store contrasts dramatically with the darkened video wall area. The designers chose 2-foot-square recessed troffers with nine-cell parabolic louvers because of their low surface brightness and minimal glare. They also used track-mounted PAR 38 incandescent spotlights along walls to accent merchandise and light graphics on perimeter fascia. "The store caters to people age 12 and up, so eye level is unpredictable," says Faella. "Customers' heights vary so much that we positioned the PAR 38s so that the angle of incidence is toward the floor."

"The client wanted a dramatic look, but also wanted the merchandise lit effectively. That's really the trick. If you don't light the merchandise correctly, you've defeated the whole purpose of a lighting system," he says. The dramatic neon and the contrasting bright and dark spaces create a theatrical effect that draws customers into the store and then turns their attention to the merchandise. "The neon actually leads people in," says Faella. "You follow the neon, like the yellow brick road."

—Susan Degen

For product information, turn to page 62 and see Manufacturers.
If you're still buying recessed lighting through a middleman

CUT IT OUT

Buy direct from Ruud.
Mail this coupon today and introduce yourself to a whole new way to purchase quality recessed lighting. You can cut out the middleman and not only save up to 50 percent, but also receive free lighting layout assistance and cost quotation services on a full line of Recessed, HID (Industrial and Outdoor), and Track lighting fixtures.

The same great quality and service you've come to expect from Ruud Lighting is now available in a full line of recessed fixtures.

Don't have time to mail it in? Call toll-free and let one of our friendly, experienced customer service representatives answer your questions.

1-800-558-7883
In Wisconsin call: 1-800-236-7500

Name
Address
City State Zip
Business
Phone

RUUD LIGHTING
9201 Washington Ave.
Racine, WI 53406
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Prison lighting reassures community leaders

When the Oregon Department of Corrections converted a mental hospital into a medium-security prison, city leaders in nearby Pendleton wanted assurance that the prison would have plenty of exterior night lighting. The need to consider citizen nervousness, and tightly budgeted funds rationed out through construction phases, influenced the choice between two proposed lighting schemes engineer James Krumrick and designer Stan Hayden recommended to the architects.

Along with attention to color rendering and state-required light levels, the architects also considered aesthetics. The building dates from early in the century and is visible from the freeway. Hayden showed a variety of HPS fixtures for 400-watt perimeter floodlights, and architect Michael Marczuk chose one with a cylindrical shape to offset the harsh angles of the perimeter fence. Hayden favors the luminaire for its superior aimability and its prismatic lens design. By spreading the light, the lens prevents the hot spots and glare typical of most floodlights.

Eighty-six fixtures on 45 poles are evenly spaced on 100-foot centers around the mile-long perimeter. With crisscross aiming for maximum overlap, they deliver 2–10 footcandles to the outer fence, a fairly uniform 7 footcandles to the inner fence line, and 0.25–0.5 footcandles up to 150 feet from the luminaires. They are placed and aimed to provide optimum visibility for the officers who circle the grounds in roving patrol cars every three minutes.

Two high-mast fixtures provide the 200,000-square-foot general-circulation area with 1–3 footcandles, using less than 0.08 watts of electricity per square foot. They also light most of the south roof surface. Configuration of complementary lamps on the high mast maintains high and even light levels when a source burns out. Each 100-foot-tall tapered, round steel pole supports eight 1000-watt reflector-type HPS luminaires. They come with tamperproof hardware and a lowering unit for relamping and maintenance. Alleys between buildings are out of range for the high masts, so there Hayden specified the same floods used on the perimeter, but with 250-watt sources.

On most dormitory floors, the light coming through the windows from outside sources is high enough to satisfy the low light level required for security during sleeping hours. Because a backup generator supports all the exterior lighting, interior security remains stable even if the interior emergency lighting is interrupted.

The medium-security design has a maximum-security exception: the segregation area for troublesome inmates. There, instead of the standard acrylic-lensed fluorescent luminaires used in other parts of the institution, corner-mounted, three-lamp fixtures are of 14-gauge steel with a night light and an acrylic diffuser with a tempered glass lens. The cost of the abuse-resistant fixtures is high, but necessary.

—Mike Heffley

For product information, turn to page 62 and see Manufacturers.
STEP ASIDE COMPETITION
Day-Brite's VDT sets the standard for computer environment low brightness fixtures.

Personal visual comfort and fixture efficiency highlight an impressive list of benefits of the new Day-Brite Designer VDT fixtures, especially designed for video display terminal environments. But, unlike competitive single-shot efforts at low glare fixtures, Day-Brite's VDT series is a family of fixtures, offering all these benefits:

- Virtually glare free in the 60 to 90-degree "offending zone"
- Small cell aesthetic appearance with large cell efficiencies
- Shallow fixture body solves plenum depth problems
- Concealed frame aluminum louvers are permanent, requiring little maintenance
- Choice of fixture body sizes, cell sizes, number of lamps
- AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

When your job is to specify lighting for a glare-free environment such as VDT installations, look at Day-Brite's Designer VDT series. Don't settle for less!
Curators know that daylight can damage art, and they often fear that the technology used to tame the sun's rays will prove unreliable, prohibitively expensive, or both. Many art museums still banish it from their galleries, but daylighting is making a comeback. Its unmatched, "natural" aesthetic qualities are cherished in an institution devoted to visual experience. After all, most works of art were created in daylit studios, so the only way to see what the artist saw is to use daylight.

Technical research has established light levels and exposure times that are considered an acceptable trade-off between the aesthetic requirements of exhibition and the realities of conservation. The human eye readily adapts to various levels of illumination, so museums can exhibit light-sensitive art at low illumination levels.

Electrical fixtures are indeed safer for this art than badly designed daylighting because they simply cannot produce comparably intense levels of visible and ultraviolet radiation. With the skilled teamwork of architects and lighting consultants, however, daylighting can be effectively controlled at a cost acceptable to many clients. This article presents three recently completed projects with diverse budgets and program requirements: a historic renovation, a technologically advanced masterwork, and a modest new building for a small museum.

Illuminating galleries with daylight is largely a problem of distribution. A low average intensity of light in a room can be achieved easily by putting in a small window, but spreading that light evenly around a large space takes ingenuity. The galleries at all three of these museums have coved or vaulted ceilings with central diffusing elements, but they take widely different approaches to distribution: a light attic, a mirrored shaft, and a light well with a baffle. Each of these configurations reduces incoming visible light to a level safe for paintings.

The design techniques used in art galleries can be applied to other project types. "General daylighting designs draw much from museum design principles, because most contemporary architecture uses art in its

Project: European galleries, Art Institute of Chicago
Location: Chicago, Illinois
Architect: Shepley, Rutan & Coolidge
Renovation Architect: Skidmore, Owings & Merill
Lighting Designer: Jules Fisher & Paul Marantz, Inc.
Photos: © Jim Hedrich, Hedrich Blessing
space," says architect Wayne Barcelon, who designed the Triton Museum of Art (cover photo). "People are opting for daylight everywhere much more nowadays. Its new resurgence in galleries and museums signals a celebration of the presence of people there."

The Art Institute of Chicago

A newly renovated daylighting system at the Art Institute of Chicago transmits a carefully calibrated amount of light onto sculpture and paintings. The passive system, which is built to provide a fixed level of control without moving parts, is tailored for the museum’s permanent European collection.

The original 1893 building, like many Beaux Arts museums of the time, had a sloped glass roof, an attic space meant to function as a huge light diffuser, and a series of coffered laylights (glazed ceiling panels) over the upper-level galleries. During the 1950s, renovators painted over many of the laylights and replaced others with an opaque grid. This obliteration was consistent with a widespread, but by no means universal, trend toward preserving art by protecting it from daylight.

Thirty years later, the Art Institute assigned further renovation of the second-floor galleries to Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (SOM). With lighting consultants at Jules Fisher & Paul Marantz, SOM returned daylight to the galleries.

In an art gallery, the daylight factor — the percentage of outdoor illumination measured at a point inside the room — should typically be less than 1 percent. The precise percentage varies with geographic location and the maximum light level desired on the exhibition walls. In conjunction with the conservation staff, the design team for the Art Institute renovation began its work by determining a maximum level that would yield an acceptable annual exposure for the European collection. "On June 21, if it's sunny out, the maximum light level on the walls will be 40 footcandles," says Charles Stone of Fisher Marantz. "On a sunny day in December, it's down to 4 or 5 footcandles."

The lighting consultant’s challenge was then to design a system that would yield the desired quantity of light. "We wanted to use white glass in the skylight," says Stone, "because we didn't want direct sunlight casting shadows of trusses and ducts on the laylight. We knew an economical way to do white glass, but if we used it for the whole skylight, we'd have too much light. So we covered about 40 percent of the roof with opaque gray spandrel glass."

To reach the gallery walls, light has to pass through an obstacle course of 11 layers of material. The "white glass" in the skylight is actually a 1-inch-thick insulating unit consisting of a top layer of quarter-inch tinted gray glass, a half-inch air space, and a laminated panel of two clear lights sandwiching three layers of translucent white polyvinyl butyral (PVB) film that blocks ultraviolet rays. The entire unit has only 15 percent transmittance, but does not significantly change the color qualities of the light that passes through.

Light that makes it to the floor of a sloping 15- to 20-foot attic reaches another sandwich of materials: a matte white acrylic overlay, a conical prismatic lens, and then the laylight itself, a laminated unit consisting of a 1/8-inch layer of low-iron glass (which is less green than common float or annealed glass), a clear PVB interlayer, and finally patterned glass. In the afternoon and evening, the daylight is supplemented by timer-controlled fluorescent strips in the attic.

Response to the reintroduction of daylight has been dramatic. One visitor exclaimed, "You've cleaned all the paintings!"

Thirty years ago, the Art Institute's old laylights were blocked out in favor of an all-incandescent system (top). Now, daylighting is restored to large upper-level galleries, connected by electrically lit corridor galleries for more light-sensitive art objects (left). Eleven layers of light-transmitting material allow less than 1 percent of available daylight to reach the objects on display in the gallery. The new light-diffusing skylights and laylights form the ceiling and floor of a huge attic (above).
National Gallery of Canada

"There is no question in my mind that for almost all visual arts the ideal condition for experiencing and appreciating a richness of form and color is through daylight," declares architect Moshe Safdie, who designed the National Gallery of Canada. "The richness and range of color perception, even the variation through different seasons and hours of the day, all enrich the experience as compared with fully controlled and constant electric light."

Project: National Gallery of Canada
Location: Ottawa, Ontario
Architect: Parkin, Safdie Architects and Planners, Moshe Safdie, design architect
Lighting Designer: Jules Fisher & Paul Marantz, Inc.
Photos: Timothy Hursley, The Arkansas Office
At the frontier of daylighting design, the National Gallery of Canada has an elaborate control system that incorporates computer-controlled blinds. Skylights admit light into unconventional mirrored shafts, as the model (above) demonstrates. The shafts guide light deep into the building to lower-level Canadian galleries (top left). Upper-level European galleries have a traditional light well (top).

The National Gallery incorporates spectacularly daylit public spaces and galleries, although some galleries for fragile works are lit entirely by electrical fixtures. Among several daylighting techniques, the most unusual is a mirrored shaft that guides light down to the lower-level galleries of Canadian art.

Working with lighting designers Paul Marantz, Charles Stone, and Susan Brady at Fisher Marantz, Safdie staggered the galleries so that a shaft traveling down between two upper-level galleries would open into the middle of a lower-level gallery's ceiling. The 6-foot-wide shaft, which runs the length of the gallery, is lined with a silver-impregnated polyester film that is conventionally used in solar collection apparatus. The mirror-like film has a nearly flat reflectance curve across the solar spectrum, so light bouncing down the shaft retains its spectral balance. Upper galleries have a more familiar white-painted light well.

Conventional A-shaped skylights are constructed of a glass and PVB sandwich similar to that in the Art Institute. To balance the illumination delivered to the spaces below, skylights over the upper galleries have a 40 percent transmittance, while skylights over shafts to the lower galleries have a 60 percent transmittance. The design team made extensive use of sunpath diagrams and on-site research throughout the year — especially the winter — using models and an elaborate full-scale mock-up.

All gallery daylighting is actively controlled by automatic devices. Just below each skylight are motorized roller blinds made of a white Teflon-coated fabric similar to that used in airplane window shades. A photocell near the bottom of the shaft or light well triggers a custom-built daylight controller, which the curators set for a pre-determined light level. A time delay prevents nuisance operation when clouds pass. Each gallery has a manual override and a meter that displays illumination levels. The controllers interface with computerized building control systems; they are set, for example, to black out skylights when the galleries close.

Beams across the transverse skylights shield visitors from a line of glare as they look down the skylight's axis. The beams also hold electrical lighting equipment: indirect fluorescents above, dual-circuit tracks below. In the lower-level galleries, the laylight has a special clear, ribbed, UV-stabilized polycarbonate prismatic lens that spreads the daylight in a batwing distribution to the walls.

Some conservators argue that only artificial light gives the kind of control safe for the preservation of works of art and that, therefore, daylight should be sacrificed for the sake of preservation,” Safdie says. “We are convinced that shading devices and variable apertures in skylights can control light levels and meet the objectives of the conservators.”
The Triton Museum of Art
A small museum in Santa Clara, California, demonstrates that daylighting design can be simple, functional, and economical. Passive control at the Triton Museum of Art provides a safe environment for exhibits that can handle up to 40 footcandles, and active control allows temporary reduction of light levels for both aesthetic and pragmatic reasons.

When architects Barcelona + Jang first proposed daylighting, museum board members were interested, but wary. They worried that daylighting might actually jeopardize the institution. "A small museum like Triton seeks loaned exhibits to supplement its own exhibition schedule," Wayne Barcelona explains. "Some lending agreements stipulate either that no daylighting is allowed, or that it has to be controlled."

In the search for a fully controllable, affordable system, the architects studied 20 to 30 aperture and light-well configurations. They sought expert assistance from BETA lighting consultants for computer simulation of the best options. "We had to educate ourselves as well as the client in the design process," says Barcelona. The selected configuration, used in three galleries, keeps intense light off exhibition walls every day of the year. Ultraviolet light is filtered out by PVB film in a pyramidal skylight.

Simplicity is the key to the active control element, a motorized baffle. "We've found in our travels that people don't know how to use some of the daylighting control systems that have been installed in museums," says Barcelona. "They tend to leave them either closed or open because they're too much trouble to figure out. We wanted something the owner would feel comfortable to play with."

At Triton, the skylight baffle is controlled by a manual switch located right in the gallery. Each of the baffle's two wings can be independently set at any position, allowing the curator to put more light on one wall than another or to close out daylight completely. The motors and switches are standard, off-the-shelf components.

The overall configuration of the museum anticipates the way people will move through the space. By stepping down light levels gradually from the skylit entry rotunda to the galleries, the architects helped visitors make the visual transition from the bright, sunny Santa Clara outdoors.

"Sometimes, admittedly, designers have gone too far, by daylighting a space so much that it really can't perform its intended function properly," Barcelona says. "And the problem of visual shock in moving between widely disparate light levels isn't always solved. But I think that, with the current technology, those who are still adamantly against daylighting art are in the minority."

The problems and the promise of daylighting are issues of primary concern in art museums, where conservation of the art work and visual perception are fundamental missions. Although they have unusually restrictive lighting requirements, art museums can serve as models for the distribution of daylight in any building. These three projects demonstrate that even under the most difficult circumstances, daylighting is worth the trouble. They reaffirm daylighting's traditional role in buildings by putting technology not in daylighting's place, but at its service.

For product information, turn to page 62 and see Manufacturers.
Crackle neon crowns balanced design

Mark Kruger
Mark Kruger is principal of Kruger Associates Inc., a New York lighting and interior design company.

Traditional nightclub lighting consists of a well-lit dance floor and shadowy areas where people sit and talk. This dark club concept seems rooted in a 1970s aesthetic, and perhaps is linked to the idea that a shadowy environment is needed for shadowy goings-on. When Miles Berger, CEO of Berger Hotel Corporation, asked us to renovate his popular Zanzibar nightclub, we decided it was time for something new.

Because our client commissioned us to design both the interiors and the lighting, we were free to pursue two lighting goals with a singular vision. One was to integrate the lighting with the architectural form, both physically and conceptually, using lighting to bring architecture to life. The other was to democratize the environment by redistributing the lighting energy, the classic balance of dance floor and social areas.

One of our strategies was to place clusters of dual-scan pin beams — fixtures moved by two different motors, one from left to right, the other up and down, to trace figure eights — in asymmetrical positions around the perimeter of the room, and in a dense pack over the dance floor. Using separate circuiting and control, we focused some of the beams from above the dance floor onto the entrance hallway; those over the entry we aimed at the dance floor and adjacent seating banquettes. In short, we redistributed the focus pattern and net effect of “the look” over every part of the space.

Two elements distinguish the dance floor from the other areas. Both are “shin busters,” that is, fixtures emitting light from floor level, a source location common in the theatrical lighting of dance but rare in nature. One is a 10,000-watt, 20-inch-diameter movie Fresnel housed under the raised floor of the DJ booth and concealed behind a metal mesh scrim. Switched on and off by an industrial contactor, this single unit projects an enormous blast of primary blue light across the floor that engulfs the dancers and washes over half the club.

The other shin buster concept

Above. PAR 36 pin beams aim colored light through this ceiling’s painted trusswork in random directions to redistribute the dance floor’s usual lion’s share of light. At right, laser-etched diffractors produce fixed rainbow halations from PAR 46 pin beams that match the moving patterns produced by dual-scan units throughout the club.
is fulfilled with an array of PAR 46 motorized police car beacons built into mirrored coffers under 18-inch-high seating platforms around the dance floor. The primary light sources are clear, but the mirrors are colored, producing secondary sweeps in a warm and cool palette. The whipping streaks of light create the effect of separating the dancers from their feet at about ankle height.

We allocated as much programmable control — a cycle-fading controller with background dimming — to purely architectural lighting as we did to the dance-floor lighting. Only the work lights, exit signs, step lighting, and bar downlighting were omitted from the control system. The overall architectural and ambient lighting slowly fades through a series of changes to subliminally shift the visual emphasis from area to area throughout the space.

One of the major architectural lighting features is the placement of 60 PAR 36 pin beams aimed through the ceiling's exposed trusswork: 29 2-foot-deep trusses, in colors that range from pale lavender through purple and pale silver-green through teal. We colored half the pin beams in matching gels; the other half we put behind diffraction gratings in radial and starburst patterns. All of them shine through the trusswork, casting shadows onto the

Recessed crackle tubes (left) produce rippling lines of multicolored light from behind textured, overlapping wall surfaces. Cycle-fading coils of crackle neon and argon/mercury in uranium glass sit upon a bed of prisms, dichroic mirror, and glass beads in the sunken center of a custom table (above right) in the VIP area. A clear top of 1-inch-thick acrylic separates the patrons from the display.
walls in random patterns with splashes of prismatic color and complementary tones. The entire configuration is on the control system, which slowly produces a series of accentuated looks.

At the bar we wanted an atmosphere conducive to lingering. We lit it with RA.R 46 pin beams behind linear diffraction grating with a lateral axis. We used the same diffraction medium elsewhere in the club, so the rainbow halations it produces tie the bar into the architectural lighting. The center island we accented with other pin beams, template lekos, and the dual-scan unit.

The north wall consists almost exclusively of plate glass windows. We accented their brushed aluminum blinds with custom-built strands of Christmas tree lights on 1-foot centers. The strands were dipped in liquid color media in warm pink and cool pale green and swagged behind the perforated blinds. We circuited each color separately and put the strands onto channels of the cycle-fading controller. The lights bring the wall to life with hot spots of color, each with its own meteor trail of light simulated by the perforations and the repeated curvilinear shape of the segmented blinds.

The raised seating platform spanning the north end of the room doubles as a performance stage. The lighting plan for performances uses large ellipsoidal units as diagonal front lights, batteries of 10-inch scoops as downlights, and line-voltage PAR 46 units as side lights. The scoops act as a soft area light for the platform when it is used for seating.

Perhaps the single most effective lighting element is the crackle neon embedded in the walls. Our crackle neon consists of cold cathode-sized neon tubing with phosphated and clear glass beads, shards, and smaller-diameter tubing hand-packed inside it. The arc of excited gas is forced to find a path through and around these obstructions. The agitation of the gas is controlled by varying the voltage to the cathodes and the size and coloration of the obstructions. The effect is of animated, agitated, multicolored lines of light built into overlapping segments of wall. The wall surfaces are of laminated tambours in grid, linear, and half-round patterns in pale greens, lavenders, gray-blues, and similar tones. The interaction of textured surfaces and "textured" light is breathtaking.

The crackle neon is also in a custom-built coffee table in the VIP seating area. The table features a basin of glass beads, prisms, and pieces of dichroic mirror reflecting ultraviolet light, and cycle-fading coils of crackle neon and mercury in uranium glass. A 1-inch-thick sheet of acrylic shields customers from the high-voltage circuitry.

For product information, turn to page 62 and see Manufacturers.
Improved lighting helped to dramatically transform two dreary, dilapidated inner-city elementary schools into bright, appealing spaces for learning. The schools — still in use after more than 60 years of abuse, neglect, and “deferred maintenance” — were completely renovated as part of a court-ordered desegregation plan in Kansas City, Missouri. Equal opportunity in public education, the court decreed, involves not only well-trained teachers and up-to-date study materials but also a decent physical environment that encourages learning.

Inadequate, glaring lighting in the old inner-city school buildings with their leaking roofs and peeling paint created unequal learning conditions for children, according to expert witnesses. “I was, quite frankly, appalled at the condition of the schools,” said Craig Eppes, one of the district’s expert witnesses and a project architect on the schools. “It’s difficult enough to attract kids from the suburbs back to the center-city schools, but it’s impossible when the facilities are substandard. They have to be suburban-comparable to some degree.”

Lighting plans give new life to inner-city schools

Susan Degen

Lighting School Corridors

William Cullen Bryant School

Hale H. Cook School

Lighting School Corridors

William Cullen Bryant School is a three-story structure of brick, terra cotta, and concrete; and Hale H. Cook School is a one-story Gothic-inspired structure of brick and stone with a tower near its main entrance. Both were built in the 1920s, and both still had plenty of life. Like many other older buildings, however, the two schools had dimly lit, high-ceilinged corridors to channel the flow of students between classrooms and other areas. Now these same corridors glow softly with indirect lighting and pastel colors.

The corridors at Bryant School had been “just a big open ceiling,” according to principal architect Kite Singleton. Where exposed incandescent globe fixtures used to run down the middle of corridor ceilings, cove lighting now washes corridor walls. Lay-in ceilings — a cost-effective alternative to tearing up existing plaster ceilings — conceal new sprinkler pipes, wiring, and the corridor’s cove lighting system. Mounted beside the lay-in ceilings, hidden runs of standard strip fluorescent fixtures gently outline corridor walls and the curved wall opposite the principal’s office near the school’s main entrance. Light-colored tack boards covered with sound-absorbing fabric help reflect light throughout the space.

Corridors at Bryant School were once lit with exposed incandescent globe fixtures. Now lay-in ceilings conceal new sprinkler systems, wiring, and fluorescent fixtures. They were a cost-saving alternative to tearing up existing plaster ceilings.

Projects: William Cullen Bryant and Hale H. Cook schools

Client: The School District of Kansas City, Missouri

Architect: Abend Singleton Associates Incorporated; Kite Singleton, principal-in-charge; Craig Eppes, project architect

Electrical Engineer: Macaglia-Neustrom-Bredeson, Incorporated

Photos: Douglas Kahn
Cook School's high-ceilied corridors once had skylights. To break up the monotony of long corridors and give them a more human scale, the architects dropped the ceiling height with a series of soffits. "We took out the skylights and used the space for mechanical equipment, but we continued the concept that had been there by putting coffers over doorways," says Singleton. Gridlike coffers mark entrances to classrooms and public spaces like the auditorium and cafeteria. Strip fluorescent fixtures, mounted above beams that crisscross each coffer, uplight the area. For added interest, each coffer was painted a slightly different pastel color.

Bryant's Classrooms
Changes in the classrooms were even more dramatic. "The lighting systems were generally awful," says Eppes. "Bryant and Cook both had in the neighborhood of 15 to 20 footcandles in the classrooms, which were lit with four or six incandescent fixtures. Much of the wiring was bad and had to be replaced."

In place of old-fashioned 300-watt milk glass globe fixtures, Bryant's classrooms now have custom-designed indirect systems. The architects achieved the look of an indirect linear system at a considerably lower cost with a bit of ingenuity: they had sheet metal covers made for simple strip fluorescent fixtures. The covers were formed into half cylinders on an old gutter-bending machine. Three pairs of the lavender-painted enclosures — five 4-foot cool white lamps per side for each pair — stretch across a classroom.

"All of Bryant's classrooms have 10-foot-high ceilings, so we could put in pendant-mounted fixtures and use indirect lighting reflected off the smooth plaster ceiling," says Eppes. "With the indirect lighting you can eliminate veiling reflections. You stand at the chalkboard and there aren't any shadows. The fixtures also enliven the classrooms that otherwise would be simple boxes with windows on one side and chalk and tack boards all around. If we had the chance to do indirect lighting in classrooms all the time, we would do it because there's no glare, and the light's very well diffused — better than anything you could do otherwise."

Each classroom's linear fluorescent system consumes about 1000 more watts than its old incandescent system did. "Although this represents a 56 percent increase in power input for lighting, the result speaks for itself," says Singleton. "The original produced from 5 to 35 footcandles at the work plane with a lot of glare and strong shadows. The new system pro-
Hidden behind lay-in ceilings, runs of standard strip fluorescent fixtures gently outline corridor walls and the curved wall opposite the principal's office near Bryant School's main entrance.

Like many schools in the district, Bryant's classrooms have large windows. To discourage vandalism, acrylic panels are used instead of glass. To control glare from direct sunlight, teachers can adjust 2-inch-wide venetian blinds. "The windows are very effective in providing most of the light needed," says Singleton, "so the new lighting system has two-level switching. Often only one circuit is needed for all or most of the school day."

Cook's Classrooms
A unique feature of Hale H. Cook School is the design of its classrooms, each of which has a gabled roof and a north-facing double-glazed skylight. Unfortunately, the skylights had been covered over with a 2-by-4 lay-in ceiling, undoubtedly because they caused too many problems. "They probably had difficulty with glare, heat gain, and leaking. We convinced the district to restore the skylights," says Singleton. Glare and the other problems are surmountable with glare-reduction material and today's glazing systems.

"We wanted to get rid of the lay-in ceiling because the classroom space was really rather nice," says Eppes. "Cook had very little window area in the classrooms, but it had the skylights. Those are some of the nicest classrooms I've seen, partially because they're different. They're gabled and they have a nice double-glazed skylight on one side." The architects inspected the condition of each skylight's interior and exterior glazing. "Very few panes of glass were broken, the wood was good, and the plaster was in surprisingly good condition given that the building had a lot of roof leaks," says Eppes. To make the exterior weathertight, the skylight's exterior glazing now has acrylic panels in aluminum frames. The interior glazing needed only minor repairs and a thorough cleaning.

The heavy, pebbled glass of the existing interior skylight diffuses direct sunlight and minimizes glare. To further reduce the brightness contrast between the skylight and the rest of the ceiling, the architects used three rows of pendant-mounted fluorescent luminaires with wraparound prismatic lenses. Mounted at the height of the former lay-in ceiling, they produce 90 percent diffused downlight and 10 percent uplight.

Other Improvements
The most dramatic changes to both schools were in the classrooms and corridors, but the district's program included complete interior and exterior renovation at both schools. At night, the ornate building exter-
The old incandescent milk glass globe fixtures in Bryant's classrooms produced 15 to 20 footcandles on work surfaces. New custom-designed indirect luminaires (above right) provide more than 75 footcandles. The luminaires look like a tubular fluorescent system, but are actually standard strip fluorescent fixtures concealed in a custom-fabricated cover formed on a gutter-bending machine. The lavender fixtures and custom brackets, yellow all-thread hanger rods, and aqua mounting plates add colorful, decorative touches (above left). Cook School's corridors once had skylights. The architects added a series of soffits and coffers to break up long, monotonous corridors and give them a more human scale (right). Gridlike coffers painted in pastel colors mark entrances to classrooms and public spaces. Fluorescent strip fixtures, which are mounted on crossbeams, provide uplighting.

The improvements have already begun to affect the morale of everyone at the schools. "They're thrilled," says Walter Houston of the district's school facilities division. "Even the kids sense something new; they have more of a sense of taking care of their school now that it's been done." It is hoped that the renovations that make these two Kansas City schools better, brighter places to learn will lead to further progress — the heightened goals and achievements of the children who pass through their doors.

For product information, turn to page 62 and see Manufacturers.
Landscape Lighting

Last month, I discussed becoming familiar with the appearance, growth characteristics, and intended maintenance of plants intended for a garden you are about to light. These data help to give you a three-dimensional view of the garden. With this view in your mind, you can start formulating the lighting pattern for the garden.

The size and shape of a plant direct our approach to lighting it. Plants with a narrow, upright shape and dense branching best express their texture and shape when lit by a grazing light. Some yews, for example, have a stiff upright shape; when they are pruned to maintain that shape, lighting fixtures can be placed close to the edge of the tree, bringing out the rough texture of their branching habit. The upright shape allows light to reach the tree top. Use a lamp with a narrow beam spread on upright trees, especially on tall palms.

Trees with a more pyramidal shape, such as many redwoods, are best lit with fixtures moved back from the edge of the tree. Optimum distance varies — from a few feet to 10 or 20 feet — with the angle of the tree's overall shape as well as with the tree's height.

Plants that have a rounded form with dense leaf overlap and thick leaf structure benefit from a wall wash technique. Lights placed under the canopy are typically wasted because the leaf overlap is too dense to allow light to filter up into the canopy. Moving fixtures out away from the canopy, as shown in the accompanying illustration, accentuates the shape of the tree. Remember that as you move the fixture away from the edge of the leaves, the effect of texture will be diminished. When selecting lamp wattage, remember to consider the effect of the reflectance value of a plant's leaves.

It's also important to consider the "finish" of the leaves — are they matte or specular — because those factors affect the preferred aiming angle of the fixture as well as lamp wattage.

To capture the full effect of trees that have a rounded shape with medium to open leaf overlap and translucent leaves, place light fixtures under the tree canopy. This filters light up through the branches, accentuating the tree shape and enhancing the three-dimensional qualities of the tree. Small trees with a canopy width of 5 to 15 feet require two to four fixtures. Trees with canopy widths from 15 to 50 feet may require 5, 10, or more fixtures — depending on the size and shape of the specimen at maturity.

With careful placement and attention to a tree's structure, a small number of fixtures may be used on a large tree. This creates a dramatic effect on the tree, because parts of the tree will be left dark. Generally, though, when a small number of lights are used, the result is a tree that looks disfigured.

An exception to locating lights directly under the canopy applies when rounded, open-type trees have interest at the outer edge of the canopy. The crape myrtle (Lagerstroemia indica), for example, produces long conical flowers at the ends of branches; it has an open form with medium-sized leaves. Locating fixtures outside the canopy edge to light the flowers will still allow light to filter through the canopy. Lights encircling the tree, as shown in the diagram, provide depth and fullness. Moving the fixtures out to

How plants direct the approach to lighting them

Janet Lennox Moyer, ASID

Janet Lennox Moyer is principal of Jan Moyer Design, Oakland, California.

Washing its surface with lights aimed at an angle from 15 to 40 degrees from the vertical captures the shape of the giant sequoia (Sequoiadendron giganteum) tree pictured at left. In contrast, grazing the narrow, upright Irish yew (Taxus fastigiata) tree with narrow beam lights aimed at an angle about 15 degrees from vertical brings out its texture. The distance from the trees and the choice of stake-mounted or direct burial fixtures differs, depending upon the growth habit of the plant, the amount of texture, and the maintenance plans for the trees.
Large, open-form trees require 5, 10, or more fixtures to cover the entire canopy area, as shown with this California live oak (Quercus agrifolia). The aiming angle is from 10 degrees to 35 degrees; one fixture, shown at far left, is aimed straight up at the edge of the canopy. 

Trees that bare flowers at the ends of their branches, such as crape myrtle (Lagerstroemia indica), need fixtures located at the outer edge of the canopy, or out away from the canopy, to highlight the flowers in bloom. The aiming angle is from 10 degrees to 35 degrees.

With dense planting that allows only frontal viewing of a plant with a dense habit and branches to the ground (such as this rhododendron), one fixture may be used. As a rule, it's a good idea to use an aiming angle of about 45 degrees to 60 degrees.

With dense planting that allows only frontal viewing of a plant with a dense habit and branches to the ground (such as this rhododendron), one fixture may be used. As a rule, it's a good idea to use an aiming angle of about 45 degrees to 60 degrees.

Trees with dense, rounded forms, such as the southern magnolia (Magnolia grandiflora), require multiple fixtures outside the canopy. When the tree will be viewed at close range (when it's near a walkway, for example), from several sides, and/or if no object will block a view of the fixture face, use 35 degrees from vertical as the maximum aiming angle. If something blocks the view of the fixture face, the angle can be increased to as much as 60 degrees.

Trees with dense, rounded forms, such as the southern magnolia (Magnolia grandiflora), require multiple fixtures outside the canopy. When the tree will be viewed at close range (when it's near a walkway, for example), from several sides, and/or if no object will block a view of the fixture face, use 35 degrees from vertical as the maximum aiming angle. If something blocks the view of the fixture face, the angle can be increased to as much as 60 degrees.

the canopy edge provides accenting light on the beautiful flowers when the tree is in bloom and full, balanced light for the tree when it is not in bloom. When trees are close to a wall, fewer fixtures may be needed because the canopy size has been reduced. Consider washing or grazing the trunk softly with one or more of the lights to tie the tree to the ground. The side of the trunk you light depends upon the direction (or directions) from which the tree is viewed and the effect you are attempting to create. Trunk lighting techniques include side lighting to create crisp edges, silhouetting the trunk against a light surface beyond, and front lighting for detail and color. When the tree produces branches close to the ground, fixtures should be placed farther from the canopy in order to completely light the tree from the ground to the top. The angle can be relatively flat — about +5 degrees from vertical — because the tree will block glare for viewers on the opposite side of the tree. Plants that start branching a foot or more above the ground, however, need a steep aiming angle — one no more than 35 degrees from vertical — to avoid creating glare and to minimize lighting fixture surface brightness. When other plants or objects block the view of these fixtures, the angle may be more horizontal.

Trees or shrubs that are dense and have leaves down to ground level often serve as a secondary focal point in a lighting plan and create a bridge between two larger specimen trees. Often these occur in a border and will be viewed basically from one direction. In this case, the light should be located back away from the plant. A relatively horizontal aiming angle is acceptable because the plant itself shields the lamp brightness from creating glare.

We are just beginning to look at techniques for lighting plants. Next month, I will delve further into uplighting, continuing to present options for specific situations. Uplighting — in the differing forms presented — is only one approach. Downlighting, when possible, creates a more natural effect, and a combination of both techniques always creates the most interesting lighting.
The Lighting Design Professional

Lighting design was once a small part of the job of architects, electrical engineers, and other design professionals. The lighting "system" of a commercial building was a grid of fluorescent troffers designed to give 100 footcandles. The lighting of a home was task oriented, meaning that the primary purpose of light was to allow the performance of tasks with a visual component, such as cooking, sewing, or climbing stairs. Until recently, many people thought "lighting design" was picking pretty fixtures from lighting catalogs.

But in all of architecture and design today, lighting is the most talked-about and exciting specialty. Fueled by a proliferation of new products and applications in the past decade, lighting has begun to reach its first mature period as an art form and as a profession. A large portion of the lighting fixtures and electric lamps used today in homes and businesses didn't even exist only 15 years ago. And for the first time outside the theater and art worlds, the effects of light are considered legitimate elements of design, just as walls, windows, and roofs are.

Much of the lighting in the world today is still designed by sales personnel.

The rapid acceleration in lighting equipment and techniques, coming in addition to advances in other aspects of building technology and environmental design, has made it extremely difficult for the practicing architect or interior designer to stay proficient. Architects and interior designers therefore often learn to use the resources of sales reps, consultants, and others to aid them in the design of lighting. It's not that the well-trained architect or interior designer can't do the design properly; rather, the intelligent use of assistance saves precious research and experimentation time.

Several new kinds of specialists have appeared on the scene to provide lighting design assistance. They generally fall into two categories: those who provide lighting design as a sales incentive, and those who provide lighting design for a fee.

Lighting Design as a Sales Incentive

Until recently, lighting sales personnel were the only lighting specialists available to architects and designers. A large percentage of the lighting designed in the world today is provided through people whose primary mission is the sale of lighting products. Several principal groups provide design services. Showroom and distributor salespeople. Many homeowners, interior designers, and architects rely upon sales personnel trained to sell lighting equipment directly to the buyer. The American Lighting Association (formerly the American Home Lighting Institute), a trade organization whose members include manufacturers and sales organizations, offers classes in lighting design. Often the salesperson can access goods from many different manufacturers, thus offering a wide range of possible selections.

Manufacturers' representatives and factory designers. For commercial projects, the lighting sales rep provides design consultation and assistance, computer analysis, and a number of other services to architects, engineers, and interior designers. The rep is often supported by the companies he or she represents, whose factory engineers and designers can provide additional information and design assistance.

Captive consultants. A few companies provide turn-key lighting design and construction. Many concentrate on specialized types of lighting, such as sports lighting or certain types of exterior landscape lighting.

All sales-oriented design services are paid for as part of the price of equipment. The salesperson provides as much help as possible within the likely profit margin of the sale. There is also an implicit expectation that once engaged to help, a salesperson can expect to get the job — with minimum cost competition for the actual materials.

Burying the cost of design in the cost of construction materials is an attractive proposition for the design professional whose own fee is limited. An architect, for example, seldom can convince a client that an additional fee is needed for a lighting specialist. By using a sales-oriented designer, the architect actually passes the additional cost of lighting design along to the client in another way.

Although profit is the primary motivation of the sales-oriented lighting specialist, good lighting design services are often the result. Many a sales rep has sat quietly in the room while an architect or engineer accepts a lighting design award for a project on which the rep contributed a great deal of design.

Lighting Design as a Profession

Traditionally, architects and designers have turned to consulting engineers, especially electrical engineers, to design lighting. Of all the consultants actually hired to design lighting, electrical engineers still represent the greatest number because most lighting is, after all, electrical.

Consulting engineers. As electrical engineering becomes specialized, illumination specialists — especially illuminating engineers — are increasing in number. Consulting engineering firms are now hiring lighting specialists and offering lighting design as part of their normal services.

Lighting consultants. Recently, completely independent lighting consultants and consulting firms have evolved, and offer design services for a fee. These firms are usually small organizations, and their principals may be former architects, engineers, interior designers, or theater designers.

For the finest projects, where fee is a secondary issue, independent lighting consultants have established a credible position. Most sophisticated developers and architects interview and retain lighting consultants on the basis of reputation and port-
IT'S OPENING NIGHT IN FLORIDA.

This year, no matter where you live in the great state of Florida, you’ll have the opportunity to see your name up in lights. It’s the premier of the all-new Night Beautiful Contest. The first year ever that major utilities throughout the state have teamed up to recognize the creative use of exterior lighting. This spring, the spotlight could very well be on you and your work. Call today for an entry form and more information. Phone 1-800-432-6563. Deadline is April 1, 1989.

THE NIGHT BEAUTIFUL CONTEST IS COMING SOON TO A CITY NEAR YOU.

Produced and Directed by:
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folio. In fact, the use of lighting consultants has become common on major projects in some metropolitan design communities, particularly New York and San Francisco. For projects with tighter fee budgets, engineering firms with in-house lighting expertise enjoy a distinct marketing advantage over competitors without it.

Lighting design is a part of architectural design; competent practice requires technical and professional knowledge of architecture.

The International Association of Lighting Designers (IALD) is a professional organization of independent lighting designers and consultants. To date, IALD membership is the only available assurance that a lighting consultant is independent rather than sales-oriented.

If You Want to Be a Lighting Designer
Becoming a lighting consultant seems like a glamorous, fame- and fortune opportunity to designers and design students, especially those in the overpopulated fields of architecture and interior design. Lighting design is, in fact, a growing field, and properly trained professionals will be able to find sales-oriented or independent employment. But the number of truly glamorous design positions is still limited by the economics of the building construction system.

Some aspiring lighting designers also have a misconception that lighting systems are simple, needing only a minimum of support and wiring to work. In fact, lighting design is a part of architectural design, and competent practice requires knowledge of building systems and structures as well as professional understanding of contracts, the construction process, and management. For this reason alone, many of the most effective lighting consultants are architects or have worked in an architectural office.

But perhaps the most intriguing aspect of lighting design is its appeal to the “Renaissance man” in all of us. It is both an art and a science, encouraging practitioners to be part artist, part engineer. And with the welter of genuine discoveries and nonsense on such topics as the health-and-light issue, lighting designers need to combine academic discipline and horse sense to offer good advice.

No single educational program is best for all prospective lighting designers. One can opt for coursework that is specialized, such as lighting design or illumination engineering, or general, such as electrical engineering, architecture, interior design, or fine arts. If you pick specialized training in college, it is important to get generalized training on the job, and vice versa.

Many professionals want to become lighting designers after a number of years as an architect, interior designer, or engineer. Each of these candidates may have gained the important experience needed in the construction professions, but needs to retrain for lighting design. The primary areas of special skill and knowledge include the following.

Science of illumination. A lighting professional should be well versed in illumination science and engineering, beginning with the physics of light and continuing through computer analysis of lighting designs. Concepts such as candlepower, lumen output, and watts per square foot should be thoroughly understood and easily used.

Art of illumination. Background and experience in creating moods and environments is extremely useful. Theater is an ideal training ground. A lighting professional should be able to use the color, color temperature, direction, and intensity of light to evoke feelings.

Architectural design. The history of architecture provides perspective and reference; knowledge of aesthetics, structure, and almost every other aspect of building design enable technical coordination between lighting and the building. Many architectural design issues, such as codes and zoning, affect lighting.

Electrical engineering. Because most lighting is electrical, detailed knowledge of electrical codes and circuit design is a necessity.

Construction management and administration. The practical matters of construction, such as shop drawings, field problems, punch listing, adjustments, contracting and payments, and related issues affect both the execution of the design intent and the long-term viability of the installation.

Background and experience in other specialized areas, including landscape architecture, are important if one chooses to design exterior lighting. In addition, many lighting designers have benefited from experiences in photography, physiology, psychology, and philosophy that helped them gain a broader understanding of how light affects people, objects, and environments.

We want to publish your innovative solutions to indoor or outdoor lighting problems, wherever they may be — ball park, museum, school, factory, retail store, power plant, garden, or office.

Send slides (or larger color transparencies), a description of the project’s lighting, information about design objectives and the project's scope. Address all materials to:

Charles Linn, AIA, Editor
Architectural Lighting
859 Willamette Street
P.O. Box 10460
Eugene, OR 97440
Which comes first an electronic ballast you can depend on or energy savings you can crow about?

Ballastar® electronic ballasts lower lighting energy costs by a significant degree... up to 36% in most applications. Our light-level switching ballast can raise that to as much as 50%.

Compound those savings with an average ballast life twice that of conventional ballasts and Ballastar becomes a very valuable investment... with a very short payback time.

Ballastar electronic ballasts have been proving themselves for years... in schools and universities, office buildings, banks, hospitals, retail stores, shopping centers, restaurants and factories.

So for savings and reliability you can crow about in new or renovated buildings or as retrofit or replacement of existing ballasts, get the details on Ballastar electronic ballasts. Call us at (219) 356-7100. Or write 1124E. Franklin St., Huntington, IN 46750.

We're making MagneTek the new first name in electrical equipment.
Dozens of energy-saving designs are listed in this book, which treats many lighting issues in satisfying detail.


Arguments for saving energy may lack a sense of urgency while oil prices are low, but reducing first costs always makes sense to building owners and designers. In addition to saving energy and money, better lighting and HVAC design can result in increased worker satisfaction and comfort.

Lighting design strategies figure prominently in the Small Office Building Handbook.

The Small Office Building Handbook was written by the staff of a well-known architectural research firm. Because the authors focus on small commercial buildings, improved lighting design strategies figure prominently in the book. Lighting not only consumes electricity directly, but also generates heat that must be removed by the HVAC system.

The handbook’s recommendations for improving energy efficiency are based on good design and improved equipment alone, nothing exotic. The handbook starts with the premise that good current practice roughly matches ASHRAE Standard 90-75: Energy Conservation in New Building Design, and goes on to suggest additional levels of savings. Dozens of energy-saving designs are listed, including some that cost virtually nothing to implement. The recommendations are based on comparative computer simulations and the professional judgment of a wide range of building experts.

An almost classic example, and one of the simplest lighting improvements, is the installation of high-efficiency ballasts in fluorescent fixtures. Along with electrical load reductions come the downsizing of HVAC equipment, including cooling plant, ducts, and fans. In the typical building, this can mean many thousands of dollars in first-cost savings. Savings are typically large enough not only to pay for the higher efficiency ballasts but also to finance other energy improvements as well.

Other lighting issues are treated in satisfying detail: replacement of standard fluorescent lamps with high-efficiency lamps, installation of automatic daylight dimmers, design of nonuniform lighting systems to match occupant needs, and the installation of skylights and daylight dimmers in one-story buildings. The handbook shows how to quantify the energy and cost consequences of each of these recommendations.

The heart of the handbook is the “selector process,” which is based on a series of forms and worksheets to help the designer select a set of energy conservation strategies. A clear example is worked out for a 40,000-square-foot office building in Washington, D.C. The authors use a decision tree to assist in comparing options based on actual energy costs. They strongly emphasize using analysis, not intuition, to identify energy conservation priorities.

According to a recent poll, fewer than one architect or engineer in ten could correctly guess the annual utility bill of a small commercial office building. Only one in five could guess the most significant energy problem of that building.

If an engineering-design firm is contemplating the aggressive pursuit of energy-conserving design, this book is necessary reading. The semitechnical nature of the Small Office Building Handbook makes the information accessible to the architect and at the same time partially satisfies the engineer. However, the designer-engineer who wants to implement energy analysis will need more tools than this single volume supplies. The short glossary in the handbook will be useful to beginners, but a bibliography for further reading in this complex and technical field is needed.

Emerging computer software is making energy analysis easier, but computer programs do not lessen the need to read books such as this. The Small Office Building Handbook helps to develop professional judgment and gives an overview of practical energy considerations not available elsewhere.

—David Lord

David Lord is a professor of architecture at California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo.


Ordering Department
Van Nostrand Reinhold
6725 Empire Drive
Florence, KY 41042
(606) 525-6600

—David Lord

David Lord is a professor of architecture at California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo.
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Table lamp
Lightning Bug offers Tre Ci Luce's Solaris table lamp, which has an adjustable arm and a swivel head. The luminaire comes in four finishes and uses a low-voltage halogen lamp. Matching floor lamps, wall- and ceiling-mounted fixtures, and clip-on versions are available. Lightning Bug, Ltd., Hazel Crest, IL.
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Exterior wall-mounted luminaire
The Bjarne Bech wall-mounted luminaire from Poulsen Lighting is a rounded, lantern-shaped luminaire of heavy-gauge sheet steel finished in a natural hot-dipped, galvanized coating. Light that strikes the reflector's inner surface is redirected out and down; the cylindrical concealing collar under the reflector is open at the bottom to provide downlight. Models are available for HID and incandescent lamps. Poulsen Lighting Inc., Miami, FL.
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Bollard
Ruud Lighting offers a bollard designed for the company's line of HPS, metal halide, fluorescent, and incandescent security lights. Available in single- and double-fixture styles, it is made of heavy-gauge aluminum and finished with a bronze powder coat thermoset paint. A large wiring chamber with a removable front panel permits easy installation. Ruud Lighting, Racine, WI.
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Tilting pendant lamp
Doyle Crosby designed Boyd Lighting's Tilt 36, a brass and aluminum double-disk pendant lamp suspended on four steel cables. It can be tilted for multidirectional control of the light beam and is counterbalanced to keep the angle stationary. The ceiling canopy contains a miniature solid-state transformer and a switch that locks the angle into permanent position in vulnerable locations. The lamp comes in two finishes and accommodates one 50-watt, 12-volt PAR 36 lamp. Boyd Lighting, San Francisco, CA.
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**VDT lighting system**
The Optimax luminaire from Lithonia Lighting has specular aluminum parabolic louvers set at computer-developed shielding angles for precise light control. Designed to prevent glare on VDT screens, the energy-efficient luminaire delivers 0 footcandles of uniform lighting to work surfaces while consuming only 1.5 watts of energy per square foot. The luminaire comes in two sizes to fit most standard lay-in ceiling grids. Lithonia Lighting, Conyers, GA.

*Circle 64*

**High-wattage luminaires**
Devine Design's B1017 and B1321 heavy-gauge aluminum outdoor luminaires accept HID sources of 250 and 400 watts, respectively, and feature a finned top cap for heat dissipation and long lamp and ballast life. The cylinders are sealed and gasketed against moisture, dust, and insects, and come in pole-, ceiling-, wall-, and pendant-mount configurations. Both are UL listed for wet locations. Devine Design, North Kansas City, MO.
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**Spotlight**
The compact, specification-grade 280 series spotlight from Lighting Services accommodates a 50- or 75-watt PAR 30 halogen lamp. Features include a self-locking steel yoke, an on-off switch on most mounting types, and accessory clips. The lightweight unit is suitable for short-throw applications where a moderate-intensity spot or flood beam is needed. Standard track fittings, other mounting devices, and a variety of accessories are available. Lighting Services Inc., Stony Point, NY.

*Circle 66*

**Low-voltage strip lights**
Wendelighting offers Phantom Strips in three models: two for glare-free cabinet lighting and a silhouette strip for lighting coves and counter-tops. The metal strips are made to specified lengths, are available in two standard finishes, and accommodate 5- and 10-watt incandescent lamps in two voltages. Solid brass or stainless steel options are available. Wendelighting, Burbank, CA.

*Circle 67*

**Bollard**
Emco's bollards provide glare-free, low-level illumination and come in a variety of shapes and finishes to meet most architectural specifications. Shown is a round, tapered-base bollard of polymer concrete. Five optical systems include cone reflectors and cast louvers. The bollards accommodate incandescent and most HID sources; optional uplighting and house-side shields are available. Emco Environmental Lighting, Milan, IL.

*Circle 68*
SPOTLIGHT ON INNOVATION

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS...
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**Step, aisle light**
The Scoop from Norbert Belfer Lighting is a miniature low-voltage recessed step and aisle light for interior or exterior areas that require a high level of illumination. A single remote 24-volt transformer can operate several of the rugged 5-inch-diameter units. Each unit accommodates two 75-watt lamps. Norbert Belfer Lighting, Ocean, NJ.
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**Brass sconce**
The solid brass Evanston sconce from Brass Light Gallery's Goldenrod Collection has a classic design suitable for both new and restoration projects. It can be mounted with the glass shade aimed up or down; matching double-lamp and chandelier models are available. The sconce comes in contemporary white and four metal finishes. Brass Light Gallery, Milwaukee, WI.
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**HQI sconce**
Elliptipar's Ensconce sconces are designed to use Osram's HQI metal halide lamps in applications previously limited to incandescent. Their reflectors project light in an asymmetrical pattern for even distribution over a large area from one side of that area. Elliptipar Inc., West Haven, CT.
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**Self-luminous markers**
AisleMark self-luminous aisle and safety markers from SRB Technologies require no electric power, wiring, or batteries. Illumination comes from sealed borosilicate glass capsules coated internally with phosphor and filled with tritium gas. The units are always lit, but are visible only when ambient light is dim. They are available with and without legends and directional arrows. SRB Technologies, Danbury, CT.
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**Emergency lighting system**
Bodine's HID 1600 emergency lighting system eliminates the need for auxiliary emergency lighting systems where HID lamps are used, according to the manufacturer. It has a DC power supply and remote ballasts, enabling it to provide continuous power for both normal and emergency lighting. When AC power drops or fails, current automatically flows from the battery until power is restored. Other fixtures are not affected if one fails. The Bodine Company, Collierville, TN.
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**Lighting control system**
The EPC-1 from Macro Electronics is a computer-based lighting management system, it can operate an unlimited number of lighting circuits on 12 control channels and 14 programmable presets, according to the manufacturer. The programmable master station operates alone or with remote control stations. Presets can be selected manually or automatically, and each has a fade rate that can be adjusted from one second to 60 minutes. Macro Electronics, Austin, TX.

**Indirect fixture**
The Lite-Pak indirect uplight is the smallest fixture in Rambusch’s Pan-A-Lux series. It has an extruded aluminum body, an anodized specular aluminum reflector, and a heat-resistant glass lens. The unit accommodates a 150-watt quartz lamp. Options include an ultraviolet-absorbing glass enclosure and barn doors; a wall-washing version is available. Rambusch Lighting, New York, NY.

**Floodlight**
Emco’s compact Articulight floodlight has an integral yoke that lets users aim it up or down in a 90-degree range. It is designed for easy relamping and can be realigned on site. The floodlight has a tamper-proof, die-cast aluminum housing, a one-piece impact- and vandal-resistant tempered glass lens, silicone rubber gaskets, and an Alzak aluminum reflector available in several beam patterns. It accommodates metal halide and high pressure sodium lamps and comes in configurations for ground, pole, and wall mounting. Emco Environmental Lighting, Milan, IL.

**Wall sconce**
SPI Lighting’s Renaissance wall sconce is from the Renaissance family of commercial fixtures. Its design features a quarter sphere of white acrylic or metal attached to a decorative trim ring. The sconce’s polished aluminum forward-throw optical system accommodates a high pressure sodium, metal halide, or compact fluorescent lamp; a secondary fluorescent source illuminates the sphere itself for a subtle accent. SPI Lighting, Mequon, WI.

**Custom bollard**
Custom bollards from Ryther-Purdy are made to individual design specifications. Pictured is a bollard of kiln-dried western red cedar, which resists insects and decay and can be stained or left to weather to a silver gray. It comes in pedestal-mounted and direct-burial models, most of which accommodate an incandescent, fluorescent, or low-wattage HID source. Ryther-Purdy Lumber Co., Inc., Old Saybrook, CT.
The 1.2" 110V low-voltage lamp holder from Halo Lighting's Power-Trac series delivers crisp, white light in applications where heat, color, temperature, or spill light are critical considerations. The lamp holder accommodates Q20 and Q35 MR11 lamps in narrow spot, spot, and narrow flood beam patterns. It can be used with compatible 1- and 2-circuit tracks and comes in two finishes. Halo Lighting, Elk Grove Village, IL.
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A compact slide chart from Nightscaping provides key installation information on landscape lighting fixtures and applications. The chart covers backlighting, uplighting, downlighting, and path, specialty, and underwater lighting. Data include low-voltage lamp characteristics, wattages, wire sizing, and comparisons of lumens for line- and low-voltage lamps. Nightscaping, division of Loran Inc., Redlands, CA.
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Appleton Lamplighter's AL-215-MRI sconce is made of nonferrous materials that will not distort equipment readouts in MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) rooms. It has a one-piece solid brass back-plate and bottom, a ribbed glass diffuser, and a silver-soldered, metal-finished bottom trim. A clear urethane coating protects the polished brass from corrosion. The fixture comes in two diameters and uses an A19 lamp. Appleton Lamplighter, Appleton, WI.
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The Deepcel parabolic fixture from Lightolier is designed to accept three 31-watt compact U-shaped or three 40-watt biaxial fluorescent lamps in its 5½-inch-deep chassis. The fixture's 9-cell low-iridescence louver configuration provides a combination of photometrics and sources that produces a lumen output comparable to that of a conventionally lamped 18-cell, three-lamp 2-by-4 fixture, according to the manufacturer. Lightolier, Secaucus, NJ.
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**Pen plotter**
Ioline's high-performance LP3700 plotter draws on any size bond, vellum, double-matte polyester film, or acetate film from 1 1/2 inches square to 36-inch-wide continuous roll stock. Its axial speed is 10 inches per second with .001-inch resolution. The plotter holds up to 20 pens and stores customized plot parameters in a nonvolatile memory. It emulates HP-GL and DM/PL plotter languages, uses HP-compatible plotting pens, and is compatible with the IBM PC, PC compatibles, Apple Macintosh, and systems using RS-232 hardware interface. Ioline Corporation, Kirkland, WA.

**Circle 85**

**Compact fluorescent**
PLC quad compact fluorescent lamps from Philips Lighting can be used to replace incandescent sources from 40 to 100 watts. The lamps have a color rendering index of 82 and a Kelvin temperature of 2700. A 10-millimeter size comes in watts from 10 to 26, and a shorter, wider 15-millimeter size comes in 14 and 20 watts. Philips Lighting Company, Somerset, NJ.
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**Industrial luminaire**
The Series 86 line of industrial luminaires from H.E. Williams includes a model UL-listed for wet locations with factory-installed watertight fittings. Its acrylic lens attaches to the housing with tamper-resistant tension clamp latches, and the lamps are accessible without tools. The luminaire accommodates one or two rapid-start, slimline, or high-output fluorescent lamps in an enclosure listed by the National Sanitation Foundation. H.E. Williams, Carthage, MO.
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**Solar number light**
Sunergy's Digilite is a wireless solar-powered number light that provides a full night's illumination after 1 1/2 hours of exposure to sunlight, according to the manufacturer. The housing is waterproof, and the light can display as many as five 4-inch red digits. The unit comes with mounting hardware and spike or can be attached to mailbox, house front, tree, or soffit. Sunergy, Inc., Princeton, NJ.
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**Wall-mounted luminaire**
Poulsen Lighting's Homann M2 wall-mounted luminaire is made of die-cast aluminum and features a quarter sphere connected by three spacer rods to a rounded rectangular backplate. The luminaire accommodates a 7-watt compact fluorescent lamp and comes in two finishes. Matching name plates and a vandal-resistant clear polycarbonate shield are available. Poulsen Lighting Inc., Miami, FL.
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**Emergency lighting pack**
MagneTek Triad's Ballastar emergency lighting pack powers 90 minutes of lighting when AC power fails, according to the manufacturer. The one-piece, self-contained pack uses a 10-year maintenance-free nickel-cadmium battery. It is compatible with one-, two-, or three-lamp standard and solid-state ballasts. The pack comes in three models that each produce 545 to 1100 lumens, depending on the source. MagneTek, Inc., Huntington, IN.

**Circle 90**
Low-level area lighting
Luminaires in Kim Lighting's Site Light-forms series provide cutoff illumination for pathways, entrances, courtyards, atria, and landscaped areas. Pictured is the SL5 model, which features a half-rounded cast aluminum head and extruded aluminum shaft. The luminaires accommodate HID, compact fluorescent, and incandescent sources. Kim Lighting, City of Industry, CA.

Handcrafted glass lamp
The Wall Torch from Gemma Studios, part of the Gemma Collection of handcrafted glass lamps, is designed with high reflectivity for large areas. The sconce will take a lamp up to 100 watts but satisfies most lighting needs with a 40- to 75-watt standard clear incandescent lamp, according to the manufacturer. The fixture can be wired directly into the wall for series operation or plugged into an outlet for individual use. Gemma Studios, Northampton, MA.

Concrete poles
Prestressed concrete light poles from CPI come in heights to 65 feet with exposed aggregate finishes. Their 14 colors are cast throughout the concrete for a maintenance-free permanent finish that needs no paint and neither peels nor rusts. CPI Concrete Products, Memphis, TN.

HPS floodlight
American Electric's Ultra Flood HPS floodlight meets or exceeds all NEMA specifications for heavy-duty floodlighting. A parabolic aluminum reflector maximizes lumen output; an optional plastic lens shields a high-impact, thermal shock-resistant glass lens against weather and vandalism. The fixture accepts sources up to 1000 watts. The die-cast aluminum housing comes in 12 colors. American Electric Commercial and Industrial Lighting Group, Memphis, TN.
- **Brass pendant**
  The Schoolhouse is a solid brass, single-pole fixture with a hand-blown glass shade and a lacquered finish. The UL-listed fixture is 12 inches high and 35 inches long and takes a 150-watt standard incandescent lamp. Shades are available in several sizes. Rejuvenation Lamp & Fixture Company, Portland, OR.
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- **Ceiling-fixture jack**
  Wiremold’s Wire Light ceiling-fixture jack is a two-piece system with a mounting plate and a jack. Installation involves inserting the jack into a mounting plate, pushing up, and twisting it to make electrical and mechanical connections. The pieces disconnect easily for removal, relamping, or cleaning. The Wiremold Company, West Hartford, CT.
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- **Light sensors**
  Paragon Electric has three light sensors that interface directly with the company’s EC128 energy monitoring and control system. The LS-O sensor monitors outdoor light levels and controls outdoor lighting, the LS-1 monitors indoor light levels and controls indoor perimeter lights, and the LS-5 monitors skylight light levels and controls indoor lighting. All sensors are programmable to desired light levels. Paragon Electric Company, Inc., Two Rivers, WI.
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- **Outdoor reflector luminaire**
  Architectural Area Lighting’s aluminum reflector hood with a sag diffuser is supported by a cast aluminum arm that can be mounted to posts or walls. It is available in single and multiple configurations, comes in a variety of finishes, and accommodates HID sources. Architectural Area Lighting, Inc., La Mirada, CA.
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- **Compact HPS unit**
  CEW Lighting’s compact, screw-base Daylux-50 combines a 50-watt high-pressure sodium lamp, ballast, and reflector in one unit. It can fit completely inside most recessed R40 can-type fixtures designed to take 150-watt incandescent lamps. The unit has a color rendering index of 82, a color temperature of 2500K, and a 12,000-hour lamp life. It is available with a spot or flood reflector. CEW Lighting, Dallas, TX.
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### Decorative luminaires

The Eurolight Series includes wall sconces, wall brackets, desk lamps, and floor lamps in eight styles. An illustrated 12-page brochure contains photographs, dimensional sketches, and lamp requirements. Amerlux, Fairfield, NJ.
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### Track lighting

A 12-page color brochure describes and illustrates Con-Tech’s track fixtures, including HyTech universal and gimbal lamp holders. It lists dimensions, finishes, accessories, and lamp requirements. Con-Tech Lighting, Deerfield, IL.
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### Fiber glass poles

An illustrated color brochure discusses the advantages of lightweight fiber glass light poles. It shows standard colors, finishes, bases, and accessories for tapered round and square models. Shakespeare, Newberry, SC.
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### Heavy-duty loading lights

Docklite loading lights provide controlled lighting that meets OSHA requirements for loading areas, according to the manufacturer. A 16-page brochure profiles models in several mounting configurations, including a pull-down unit. Phoenix Products Company, Inc., Milwaukee, WI.
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### Ornamental outdoor lighting

Sentry Lighting’s 1989 ornamental lighting catalog shows outdoor fixtures, poles, and standards. A variety of styles include Art Deco, traditional bishop’s crook, and recent designs for New York’s Central Park and Battery Park City. Sentry Lighting, Freeport, NY.
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### Deck lighting

Dinico luminaires are designed to light decks, landscapes, and other outdoor entertainment areas. A color brochure with illustrations presents fixtures, components, and accessories. Dinico Products Inc., Hackensack, NJ.
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### Ornamental outdoor lighting

A 6-inch rectangular fluorescent system is available in depths of 4 3/4, 6, and 8 inches. A brochure shows possible configurations of up- and downlighting and combinations of both. Peerless Lighting Corporation, Berkeley, CA.
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### Lighting controls

Lutron offers a 32-page condensed catalog of dimmers, switches, fan speed controllers, and lighting control systems for most line- and low-voltage sources. It includes charts, tables, and photographs. Lutron, Coopersburg, PA.
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### Exit, emergency sign

The PFX series self-powered AC/DC exit sign uses two 5-watt compact fluorescent lamps for low energy and maintenance costs. A data sheet contains dimensional and cutaway drawings, features, and options. York-Lite Electronics, Inc., Austin, TX.

Circle 129
Calendar


March 14, 1989  Kitchens and baths, DLF event. Contact: Designers Lighting Forum of Northern California, P.O. Box 1429, San Francisco, CA 94101-1429, (415) 824-8310.


March 20–21, 1989  Lighting conference for architectural consultants, Philips Lighting Center, Somerset, NJ. Contact: Sherry Bachman, Philips Lighting Center Coordinator, Philips Lighting Company, P.O. Box 6800, Somerset, NJ 08875-6800, (201) 563-3600.


April 5–12, 1989  World Light Show '89, Hanover Fair, Hanover, West Germany. Contact: Terence Coo, 105 Carnegie Center, Princeton, NJ 08540, (609) 987-1202.

April 10–12, 1989  Designing electrical systems for hazardous locations, course, University of Wisconsin, Madison. Contact: E.K. Greenwald, Engineering Professional Development, University of

Continued on page 61
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OTHER LIGHTING SYSTEMS AND LUMINAIRES
KOR-LITE Fluorescent Emergency Lighting Systems Phone: 408/727-6314 FAX 408/482-1403 LIGHTING TECHNOLOGIES INC., 2540 Frontier, Suite 107, Boulder, CO 80301 303/448-5781
Complete luminaire design and lighting system analysis software and consulting service.

REFLECTOR MATERIALS
ALCOA, Sheet & Plate Division, P.O. Box 8025, Bettendorf, IA 52722 319/344-3007 ALUMINUM COIL ANODIZING CORP., 501 E. Lake St., Streamwood, IL 60107 888/588-2645 Pre-anodized lighting sheet: specular, semi-specular, low iridescent, hammertone, diffuse, Everbright.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
West-Coast Manufacturer of Specification Grade Emergency Lighting seeks a sales professional with an entrepreneurial bent and good technical credentials to broaden our market and enhance our product line. Send resume and references in confidence to: Career Development Center, P.O. Box 10460, Dept. AL-86E, Eugene, OR 97440.

LIGHTING SPECIALIST
Iowa Power, the electric utility serving central and southwest Iowa, is seeking an experienced Lighting Specialist to join its Marketing Services Staff. Responsibilities include providing interior and exterior lighting design and support service to large commercial customers. The successful candidate should possess a BSIE or SSE degree with experience in commercial and facade lighting design. Additional experience in sales is desirable. Must possess outstanding customer relation skills.
Iowa Power offers an excellent compensation package, including a comprehensive benefits program. Interested persons should submit resume and salary history to: Human Resources Administrator, P.O. Box 657, Des Moines, IA 50303. Equal opportunity employer.

FIRST LINE—$990/12 issues
BOLDFACE, ALL-CAP ITALIC LISTING or Boldface, Upper/Lower Case Italic.
ADDITIONAL LINES—$690/12 issues
REGULAR, ALL-CAP LISTING or Regular, Upper/Lower Case.
MINI-DISPLAY CLASSIFIED/Cut For Details

THEATRICAL/STAGE LIGHTING
The Classified Directory is a monthly feature of Architectural Lighting, offering readers easy access to lighting products and services for commercial, industrial, and institutional applications. Listings in this reference section are sold on an annual basis at the rates outlined below. For full information and closing dates, contact Gordon Exe, (800) 822-6678 or (503) 343-1200.

Wisconsin—Madison, 432 N. Lake St., Madison, WI 53706, (608) 262-1299.

April 11, 1989
Lighting yesterday's home today. DLF event. Contact: Designers Lighting Forum of Northern California, P.O. Box 1429, San Francisco, CA 94101-1429, (415) 824-8310.

April 15, 1989
Lighting calculations 1, IES lighting seminar, Holiday Inn O'Hare, Rosemont, IL. Contact: Richard N. Miller, Teng and Associates, Inc., 220 S. State St., Chicago, IL 60604, (312) 341-0101.

April 17-19, 1989
Lux Pacifica lighting congress, Shanghai Science Hall, Shanghai, China. Contact: James E. Jewell, IESNA International Relations Committee, (415) 282-3135, or IESNA, 345 E. 47th St., New York, NY 10017, (212) 705-7916.

April 17-20, 1989
Electrical systems design for the nonelectrical engineer, course, University of Wisconsin, Madison. Contact: E.K. Greenwald, Engineering Professional Development, University of Wisconsin—Madison, 432 N. Lake St., Madison, WI 53706, (608) 262-0573.

April 22, 1989

April 26, 1989

April 27, 1989

April 28, 1989
Entry deadline, 2nd annual PC GlassBlock design awards. Contact: Pittsburgh Corning Corporation, 800 Presque Isle Dr., Pittsburgh, PA 15229, (800) 992-5769.

May 10-12, 1989
In This Issue

Manufacturers

Page 18. **Dramatic neon, bright ambient lighting score music sales** (Camelot Music, Columbus, Ohio).

**GTE/Sylvania**: T8 fluorescent U lamps, halogen PAR 38 lamps.

**Indy Lighting**: Parabolic fixtures, fluorescent wall washers, track fixtures.

Page 20. **Prison lighting reassures community leaders** (Eastern Oregon Correctional Institution, Pendleton, Oregon).

**Fail-Safe**: Impact-resistant fixtures.

**Holophane**: High pressure sodium luminaires, poles, lowering devices.

**Lithonia**: Fluorescent fixtures.

Page 22. **Daylit art museums: Three case studies** (Second-floor galleries, Art Institute of Chicago).

**Edison Price**: Track fixtures.

**KSH**: Prismatic lens and acrylic overlays for skylight.

**Monsanto**: Saflex PVK film interlayers.

**Philips**: Fluorescent lamps.

**Solakleer**: Low-inn glass.

Page 30. **Crackle neon crowns balanced design** (Zanzibar nightclub, Newark, New Jersey).

**Altman Stage Lighting**: Ellipsoidal spotlights, 5-kilowatt Fresnel.

**Bestek Theatrical Productions**: Custom dual-scan PAR 56 and PAR 46 fixtures.

**Diversitronics**: strobe fixtures and controls.

**Levelor Lorentzen**: Perforated metallic blinds.
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